**Project Name:**
Print on (Almost) Anything

**Specifications:**
- **Material:** Virtually any material that has a flat print surface, up to 4’x8’ and up to 2” thick
- **Finishes:** Paper, plastic, metal, wood, glass
- **Printing:** UV flatbed printing at 1200dpi
  - Magnetic Linear Transport for ultra precise dot placement
  - Digital white ink available
- **Finishing:** CNC cutting of most materials to any shape
  - Available cutting tools include knife, router, V-cut, oscillating blade, diamond polishing
- **Quantity:** From one to thousands

**Why We Do It Better:**
- Beautiful UV flatbed printing that offers the very best image quality in the business
- Fade-resistant inks are outdoor-durable for 3-5 years
- Opaque white ink available for spot or overall printing. White ink can be printed under, over, or blended with 4-color elements for special effects
- Optically-registered digital cutting offers perfect registration between parts and superb edge quality

**Materials Available:**
- Wood box lids
- Ceramic, porcelain, or stone tiles
- Pre-fabricated plywood panels
- Solid aluminum elevator panels
- Rubber floor mats
- Pre-fabricated metal parts
- Vinyl-wrapped skis
- Thick foam buttons
- Soft cloth fabrics
- Metal street signs